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In the following document all of the commands to be typed are in bold type.  Unless otherwise stated 
there is a <RETURN> at the end of each line.  Most commands, their qualifiers and parameters can 
be abbreviated to just the first 3 letters.  For additional information type HELP [command].  Should it 
become corrupted, the screen display may be "refreshed" by simply typing Control-W. 
 
As of February 1998 the GENIE and COLETTE command parsers have been merged.  This means 
that it is no longer necessary to QUIT to the GENIE >> prompt to issue the majority of GENIE 
commands or to arithmetically manipulate workspaces.  In addition COLETTE can now execute 
GENIE-type command procedures (but not those involving iteration). 
 
 1) Run the program... 
 
 COL   or   COL  TEST   (ask your local contact or read the login notices) 
 
 COLETTE will respond with... 
 
 GKS$CONID = "DECW$DISPLAY" 
 
 CLASS = "MOTIF" 
 OUTPUT = "POSTSCRIPT" 
 VERSION = "TOP" 
 

...or something similar. GENIE will announce itself followed by various information and 
warning messages about COLETTE and the program environment.  Finally the GENIE ">>" 
prompt will appear. 

 
Please ignore any DECGKS error messages about Toolkits and incorrect Title & Border 
sizes;  they’re misleading! 

 
 NOTE: 

Users who wish to run COLETTE using PC KERMIT as a terminal emulator, or who wish to 
use a Regis graphics terminal should not invoke COLETTE in this way.  Please see Appendix 
5 instead. 

 
 
 2) Call COLETTE from GENIE... 
 
 >> COL   or   >> LOQ   but not COL TEST 
 
 
 3) Assign the sample run... 
 
 ASSIGN/SAMPLE  12345 
 
 COLETTE will look for the file LOQ12345.RAW by default.  Specify any other file 
 descriptor; e.g.  ASS/SA 12345.ADD 
 

If you have access to the LOQ control PC (ndxloq) it is possible to look at the run currently in 
progress.  To do this you must take a "snapshot" of the data in the DAE (Data Acquisition 
Electronics) and copy it to the VMS system.  To do this you must firstly access the DAE 
controller VI on SECI on the instrument PC.  Click on the DAE option on the panel on the left 
hand side of the SECI display and the appropriate VI will appear.  Then click on the Save and 
Store button on the right hand side of the VI (all these steps are shown on the diagram 
below).  The current run has now been saved and stored on the VMS system with the 
extension .S01 (the 2nd time you press this button the extension will be .S02 and the 3rd .S03 
etc).  COLETTE can now access this data by typing: 

 
 ASS/SA  12345.S01 
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The filename will now appear in COLETTE.   
 
NB:  COLETTE always remembers the previous file extension used so you will have to apply 
the extension .S02 if you want to look at a 2nd snap shot of the same run number and .RAW 
the next time you wish to read in raw data 
 

Click to retrieve DAE 
controller VI

Click to save and store a 
current run

 
  
4) Invoke the mask file... 
 
 @MASK 
 
 This executes the file MASK.COM.  The instrument scientists frequently check the behaviour 

of the detector and have written this command file to read in the detector-to-spectrum 
 mapping tables and to apply the necessary detector and time masks and detector efficiency 

and coordinate corrections.  It also ensures that the reduced data is scaled by an appropriate 
calibration factor.  MASK.COM should normally only need to be called each time you enter 
COLETTE. 

 
A number of information messages will appear in the bottom four lines of the screen and 
scroll upwards. 

 
 You can view the mask by typing… 
 
 DISPLAY MASK 
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 VERY IMPORTANT: 

Please ensure that you copy the current MASK.COM to your account before you leave ISIS !  
This is because MASK.COM changes on an almost daily basis (a consequence of different 
instrumental setups for different experiments).  The command @USER:MASK will always 
execute the current mask file on the LOQ FEM.  COLETTE searches for the mask file you 
specify in a particular order; first it looks in your local directory, then in the LOQ directory on 
the FEM, and finally it looks in MASKS: 
 
NEVER edit any of the mask files that reside on LOQ - make your own copies ! 
The last LETI detector compatible mask was MASK.912 (i.e., @MASKS:MASK.912). 
 
If you are running LOQ at 50Hz, or are using DOBIGSANS, you will need to use a special 
mask file, please ask your local contact. 
 

 ... and then decide which detector bank’s data you wish to process.  By default, when you first start 
 COLETTE it will process data collected on the main detector (low-Q regime).  If you want to look at 
 the high-angle bank (high-Q regime) – only valid for Run Numbers > 54002 - then type... 
 
 @HIGHDET 
 
 If you then want to look at the main detector again, type... 
 
 @MAINDET 
 
 VERY IMPORTANT: 

These commands assume that the data was collected with the new LOQ ORDELA detector, 
installed in May 2001.  Data collected with the previous ORDELA detector (Run Number 
< 83972) has a different mapping, please see Appendix 3 for instructions. 

 
 
 5) {Optional} 
 View the raw data as an intensity contour plot.  This display is most useful when studying 
 anisotropic systems and may be done in one of two ways... 
 
 Method 1: 
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 DISPLAY  CONTOUR 
This will initiate an iconised process called the PGXWIN Server and generate a colour 
intensity contour plot of the main detector. 
 

 
 
To see a similar plot of the high-angle bank detectors type: 

 
 DISPLAY HAB 
  

NOTE: 
Appending the /FLAT qualifier to these DISPLAY commands will display the raw data after it 
has been through the pixel-by-pixel efficiency correction. 

 
 A sub-menu will appear: (a)       To return to the main screen, type 9. 

(b)  To alter the contour levels, type 15. 
(c)  To redraw the contour plot, type 8. 
(d)  To create a colour PostScript file of the plot, type 81. 
(e)  To create a GIF image file of the plot, type 82. 
(f)  To zoom on the centre, type 25. 
(g)  To label the axes or to change the title string, etc, type 7. 

 
 To print the colour PostScript file of the graphics display, return to the main screen, type… 
 
 PRINT 
 
 … and select a Phaser or colour printer from the list. 
 
 
 6) {Optional} 
 View the neutron time-of-flight spectrum as recorded by the main detector... 
 
 DISPLAY  TIME 
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 This may identify certain time channels which need to be masked out.  The "prompt" pulse 
 at 20ms must always be excluded.  Again, this need only be done at the beginning of the 
 experiment and will be done for you by the mask file. 
 

LOQ also has two low-efficiency incident beam monitors.  The neutron time-of-flight spectra 
that these record are stored in spectrum #1 (S1) and spectrum #2 (S2) and may be viewed 

 by typing... 
 D/H  S1 
 
 (where the /H qualifier signifies that the data is to be plotted in histogram format) 
 

   
 
 S1 contains the "raw" TOF spectrum, and is unaffected by your choice of wavelength or 
 collimation.  Because LOQ is normally a 25Hz instrument you should see two ISIS pulses. 
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 If not, ask an instrument scientist to check that the chopper is running and that LOQ is 
 synchronised to the SMP (Secondary Master Pulse). 
 
 or... 
 
 D/H  S2 
 

   
  

S2 contains the TOF spectrum at the sample position and is used to normalise the small 
 angle scattering from the sample as a function of wavelength.  It should bear some 
 resemblance to the spectrum obtained by DISPLAY TIME although the absolute scales will 
 be different. 
 
7) {Optional} 
 Assign the sample can run.  This will be a run containing scattering to be subtracted from the 
 sample, such as a solvent filled sample cell for example... 
 
 ASS/CA  12346 
 
 COLETTE will look for the file LOQ12346.RAW 
 
  
8) Calculate the transmission of the sample... 
 
 TRANSMISSION/SAMPLE/MEASURE 
 
 COLETTE will respond with 
 
 "Enter transmission run number for sample run >> "  12347 
 
 "Reading LOQ_DISK:[LOQMGR.DATA]LOQ12347.RAW" 
 
 "Enter direct beam run number >> "  12348.ADD 
 
 "Reading LOQ_DISK:[LOQMGR.DATA]LOQ12348.ADD" 
  

“FIT_LINE taking log(Y(i))       0 points set zero weight for log(-ve)” 
“Intercept = -8.410E-02 +- 8.803E-03 grad =  1.689E-03 +- 1.893E-03” 
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“Fitted Trans/n in Workspace  21 ,Original in W25” 
  

NOTE: 
Some mask files include the command FIT/TRANSMISSION.  If you are using such a mask 
file, all transmissions that you calculate will automatically be fitted.  In such cases the "actual" 
transmission is placed in W25 (regardless of whether you have calculated the transmission of 
a sample run or of a sample can run) and W21, W22, etc., the workspaces reserved for the 
respective transmissions, only contain the fitted transmission.  A message to this effect is 
always displayed at the bottom of the screen (see the example above).  To turn this feature 
off use FIT/TRANSMISSION/CLEAR. 
 
Also note that when COLETTE says “FIT_LINE taking log(Y(i))”, the values of the intercept 
and gradient that are displayed are the natural logarithms of those values. 

 
Write the transmission for the sample out as an XML datafile... 

 
 WRITE  W25  TEMP:12347.TRAN   or   WRITE  W25  USER$DISK:[ABC01]12347.TRAN 
 

NOTE 1: 
The default data format produced when the WRITE command is used is XML.  If you wish 
your files to be in the old data format of a 3-columned ASCII file then please use WRITE/LOQ 
 
NOTE 2: 

 If you are logged on as LOQ you will not be able to write files to your own account for security 
reasons.  The solution is to write the files to TEMP: but include some common identifier in 
each filename (e.g., your initials).  Later you can log on under your account name and do a 
selective copy from LOQ. 
 

 NOTE 3: 
If you have also assigned a sample can and it is anything other than an empty beam run (ie, 
a scattering run through an empty sample position) then you must also calculate the 
transmission of the can... 
 

 TRANSMISSION/CAN/MEASURE (please note that you must type CAN in full) 
 
 COLETTE will respond with 
 
 "Enter transmission run number for can run >> "  12349.RAW 
 "Reading LOQ_DISK:[LOQMGR.DATA]LOQ12349.RAW" 
 
 "Enter direct beam run number >> "  12348.ADD 
 
 "Reading LOQ_DISK:[LOQMGR.DATA]LOQ12348.ADD" 
  

“FIT_LINE taking log(Y(i))       0 points set zero weight for log(-ve)” 
“Intercept = -5.013E-03 +- 3.088E-04 grad =  1.344E-03 +- 1.441E-03” 
“Fitted Trans/n in Workspace  22 ,Original in W25” 

 
 Write the transmission for the can out as an XML datafile... 
 
 WRITE  W25  TEMP:12349.TRAN   or   WRITE  W25  USER$DISK:[ABC01]12349.TRAN 
  

NOTE 4: 
 If you forget to calculate a transmission then COLETTE will use whatever transmission is in 

W21, W22, etc.  If you forget what is in any workspace you can type SHOW W21, etc.  Also 
see Appendix 3. 

 
 NOTE 5: 
 To clear a transmission, or if the sample can run is an empty beam, use... 
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 TRANSMISSION/CLEAR 
 
 This will set the transmission of the assigned run at all wavelengths currently in use to 1·0. 
 
 NOTE 6: 
 The TRANSMISSION/MEASURE command can be used in the format... 
 
 TRANSMISSION/MEASURE  {sample transmission run #}  {direct beam run #} 
 
 The { } brackets are not typed however! 
 
 If you omit to enter the direct beam run, COLETTE will use the last direct beam run entered. 
 
 NOTE 7: 

Linear fits of the transmissions of the LOQ polymer standards are stored within COLETTE 
and may be used in place of experimentally-measured transmissions for these samples.  To 
use these stored transmissions, type... 

 
 TRANSMISSION/STANDARD  (for the “original” LOQ Standard GDW20) 
 
 or 
 
 TRANSMISSION/BLEND  (for the “old” LOQ standard TK48/49) 

TRANSMISSION/COPOLYMER  (for the background for the “old” LOQ standard) 
 
 or 
 
 TRANSMISSION/NEWBLEND  (for the “new” LOQ standard RWR50) 
 
 
 9) Display the transmission of the sample... 
 
 DISPLAY/MARKER  W25   or better   D/M  W25  2  10  0  1 
 
 The /MARKER qualifier tells COLETTE to display the individual datapoints.  For a 
 moderately weak scatterer the transmission should be a straight line.  In reality it probably 
 also decreases at higher wavelengths.  You can check how statistically significant any 
 deviations are by overplotting the error bars. 
 <RETURN>  (if using a TeKtronix-type terminal) 
 
 PLOT/ERROR 
 
 COLETTE will automatically assume that you want it to use Workspace 25 again in this 
 instance. 
 
 
10) {Optional - Use if the mask file does not contain a FIT/TRANSMISSION command} 
  Fit the transmission to a straight line.  In some instances this will improve the quality of 
  subsequent subtractions. 
 
 FIT  W21  2.2  6.5 
 This command has an implicit /LINEAR qualifier.  It is recommended that you only fit 
 transmissions over the range 2.2 - 6.5Å.  A quadratic fit is also possible using the 
 command FIT/QUADRATIC. 
 
 Note that in this example the data in Workspace 21 is overwritten with data interpolated 
 from the fit.  To store the fit separately, say in Workspace 1, use... 
 
 FIT  W21  2.2  6.5  W1 
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 …but COLETTE will not use this fit in any correction unless it is in W21. 
 
 
11) Check the fit by overplotting on the original data... 
 PLOT/LINE  W21   (or PLOT/LINE  W1 if following Step 10) 
 
 <RETURN>  (if using a TeKtronix-type terminal) 
 
 
12) {Optional} 
  If you have assigned a can run then repeat steps 9) to 11) with Workspaces W25 and W22. 
 
 
13) Check that the beam size is correct.  This is the first value after the run designation at the top 
  right of the screen.  Normally LOQ is run with an 8mm diameter beam at the sample.  However, 
  if you are not using standard 1mm x 10mm x 30mm quartz cells then your local contact may have 
  altered the beam size.  Unless the correct beam width was set in the instruments CHANGE utility 
  it will be necessary to alter it in COLETTE using, for example, ... 
 
 SIZE/WIDTH=11     or     SIZE/SAMPLE/WIDTH=11 
 ... to set it to 11 mm.  If it is necessary to change the beam size for the sample can aswell 
 then you can use... 
 
 SIZE/CAN/WIDTH=11 
 

Any such change of collimation is normally recorded in the instruments log book alongside 
 the remark SNOUT or Asnout or φ. 

 
 IMPORTANT ! 
 When running your samples try to ensure that the incident collimation is the same for both 
 the sample run and the sample can run.  As you can see, COLETTE will still be able to 
 handle the data if they are not, but the resulting differences in beam divergence, views of the 
 incident beam and scattering around the beamstop will give rise to unquantifiable effects at 
 low-Q.  You have been warned! 
 
 
 
14) Check that the sample thickness is correct.  This is the second value after the run designation at 

 the top right of the screen.  If it is not... 
 
 SIZE/THICK=2.0     or     SIZE/SAMPLE/THICK=2.0 
 
 ... will change it to 2.0 mm, for example.  If it is necessary to change the thickness of 
 the sample can aswell then you can use... 
 
 SIZE/CAN/THICK=2.0 
 
 The sample thickness should be set every time you assign a new run, unless you entered 
 the correct thickness into the .RAW file by specifying the thickness in PILOT.COM or by 
 using the CHANGE utility (see the "PUNCH User Guide").  The default value for the 
 thickness of a run is 1.0mm. 
 
 IMPORTANT ! 

If the can run is an empty beam run (or possibly an empty sample holder blank), set the 
thickness of this can to be the same as that of the sample run.  If you do not, COLETTE will 
calculate incorrect scattering intensities! 
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15) Check that the flight paths are correct.  These are the values alongside the legend "Lm-s / Ls-d" 
  and are the moderator-to-sample and sample-to-detector distances respectively.  If these values 
  are wrong then your Q-scale will be wrong! 
 
  These lengths are normally defined for you by the instrument scientists using the CHANGE (see 
  the "PUNCH User Guide") or MODIFY commands but you can easily check whether the values 
  displayed are correct: 
 
 Lm-s 
 The back face (nearest your samples) of the large circular flange plate on the Aperture #2 

housing, into which the final collimation pipe screws, is 10.645 m from the moderator. 
 
 Ls-d 
 This is 15.150 - Lm-s. 
 
 If it is necessary to change these values then type... 
 
 SET  LENGTHS 
 
 COLETTE will respond with 
 "NOTE: M-S = 11.0540 m  S-D = 4.4190 m  M-M = 10.4310 m" 
 "Mod-Sam length ==> " 10.96 
 
 "Sam-Det ==> " 4.513 
 
 "NOTE: M-S = 10.9600 m  S-D = 4.5130 m  M-M = 10.4310 m" 
 

IMPORTANT ! 
As a guide, Lm-s should be around 11 m, and Ls-d should be around 4.1 m.  A table of 
common distances is normally displayed in the LOQ Cabin.  But beware of the table in the 
LOQ Instrument Handbook Volume 1.  That publication predates the present instrument 
configuration and the values shown there are no longer correct. 

 
 
16) Reduce the data (but please read Appendix 4 and Appendix 8 first)... 
 
 CORRECT/SA  W1 
 
 This will process the sample data (by rebinning into lambda, dividing by the monitor 
 count, scaling by the direct beam for detector efficiency, scaling by the transmission and 
 sample volume, weighting the masked data by zero and finally rebinning the data into Q 
 weighting by solid angle) and put the data as a function of Q into Workspace 1. 
 

A more preferable reduction would involve subtracting the sample can data from the sample 
data.  To do this use... 

 
 CORRECT/SC  W1 
 
 Write the corrected data out as an XML datafile of cross-section versus scattering 
 vector (see HELP WRITE for information on different output options)... 
 
 WRITE  W1  TEMP:12345.IQ   or   WRITE  W1  USER$DISK:[ABC01]12345.IQ 
 
 or 
 
 WRITE  W1>W10  TEMP:ALL_10_WORKSPACES_TOGETHER.IQ 
 
 or 
 
 WRITE/TITLE="My Plot"  W1  TEMP:12345.IQ 
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 or 
 
 WRITE/SS  W1  TEMP:12345.IQ   or   WRITE/SASCIF  W1  TEMP:12345.IQ  

 
NOTE 1: 

 Data reduction by the above method involves a radial average and so the result is just 
 one-dimensional (cross-section versus Q).  COLETTE is however capable of making a two 
 dimensional reduction; i.e., cross-section as a function of both Q parallel and Q  
 perpendicular to the direction of an applied tensor (e.g., shear flow, magnetic field, etc.). 
 For details of how to perform such a reduction, see Step 20. 
 
 NOTE 2: 

If you want to see how the “square array” of detector pixels is mapped into concentric rings 
for radial averaging, type… 
 
DISPLAY GRID 

 
 NOTE 3: 
 It is possible to only reduce data in selected sectors of the detector.  This is done by altering 
 the range of azimuthal angles used by typing... 
 
 LIMIT/PHI  {minimum angle}  {maximum angle} 
 
 For a full radial average (the default) the minimum angle should be set to -90 and the 
 maximum angle to +90.  Other sectors may be chosen with reference to the diagram below: 
 

 

180

+90

-90

0

+120 +60

+30

-30

 
 
 A LIMIT/PHI command only takes effect when another CORRECT command is issued. 
  

NOTE 4: 
 COLETTE is also capable of performing a two-dimensional reduction that compensates 

for the plane of the sample being rotated by an angle, ω , to the incident beam (e.g. 
Bradshaw, Harroun, et al).  See Step 20. 

 
 NOTE 5: 
 It is possible to conduct a “reactor-type” data reduction, see Step 21. 
 
 NOTE 6: 
 For information about commands related to “fibre diffraction” type analyses, see Step 22. 
  
 
17) Display the corrected cross-section... 
 
 DISPLAY/MARKER  W1 
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<RETURN>  (if using a TeKtronix-type terminal) 
 
 ...and overplot the error bars... 
 
 PLOT/ERROR  W1 
 
 <RETURN>  (if using a TeKtronix-type terminal) 
 
 Other qualifiers available include... 
 /YLIN - for a linear Y axis 
 /XLIN - for a linear X axis 
 /XYLIN - for linear X and Y axes 
 /YLOG - for a logarithmic Y axis 
 /XLOG - for a logarithmic X axis 
 /XYLOG - for logarithmic X and Y axes 
 /SPECIAL - for other specialised representations (e.g., Guiner, Porod, Kratky).  You will 
    be prompted to select the representation you require and prompted to enter 
    a background to be subtracted from the data.  This can either be a single 
    value (if in doubt enter 0) or a workspace as Wn.  If you give a workspace 
    it must have identical Q bins to the data workspace. 
 
 
 /CHAIN - for a chain-dashed line (- . - . - . -) 
 /BCHAIN - for an alternative chain-dashed line (- … - … - … -) 
 /DASH - for a dashed line (-  -  -  -) 
 /DOTS - for a dotted line (. . . . .) 
 /LINE - for a continuous line (--------) 
 
 

 /AMn - for marker type n (1 ≤ n ≤ 6, see below) 
 
 Different types of marker can also be selected with the command... 
 
 ALTER  MARKER  n 
 
 <RETURN> 
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 where -13 ≤ n ≤ -1 (-1="•") and 1 ≤ n ≤ 5 (1=".", 2="+", 3="�", 4="o",  5="×" and 6=”�”). 
 
 
 /RED - draws the marker, error bar, line or text in red (other colours are also available) 
 /BLUE - draws the marker, error bar, line or text in blue (other colours are also available) 
 /GREEN - draws the marker, error bar, line or text in green (other colours are available) 
 
 

PLOT/ANNOTATE=”text string” - and click the left mouse button to write “text string” 
    at the cursor position on the graphics screen 
 
PLOT/CURSOR - puts a “cross-hair” cursor on the graphics screen,  
    clicking the left mouse button then outputs the  
    coordinates at the bottom of the main screen 

 
 
 See HELP DISPLAY and HELP PLOT for futher information. 
 
 
18) {Optional} 
  To print a hard copy of the graphics display on a Laser Printer, type... 
 
 PRINT     or     PRINT  filename 
 

This tells COLETTE to write the graphics screen to a file called PGPLOT.PS in the directory 
from which you are running COLETTE.  You will then be asked to select a printer.  Choose... 

  
Black/White Printers: 
 0 - if you are in R3 (the ISIS administration building; printer is in the Support Office) 

  1 - if you are in R3 (the ISIS administration building; printer is in the Reading Room) 
  5 - if you are in R55 (the hall; printer is in the Data Assessment Centre, DAC) 
 
 Colour Printers: 

 2 - if you are in R3 (the ISIS administration building; printer is in the Support Office) 
  3 - if you are in R3 (the ISIS administration building; printer is in the Reading Room) 

 4 - if you are in the LOQ cabin (printer is in the CRISP cabin next to LOQ) 
  6 - if you are in R55 (the hall; printer is in the Data Assessment Centre, DAC) 
  8 - if you are in the LOQ cabin (printer is in the POLARIS cabin next to LOQ) 
 
 The PRINT command can be used in the form... 
 
 PRINT/ON=n/COPIES=m  filename 
 ...where n is the laser printer number (shown above) and m is the number of copies - 
 between 1 and 9 - required.  The default value of m is 1. 
 
 NOTE: 

The PRINT command can be used to generate other forms of output file (e.g. GIF) for import 
into applications such as Microsoft Word or PowerPoint.  See Appendix 9. 

 
 
19) {Optional} 
  To read COLETTE format datafiles of, say, corrected data or transmissions back into 
  COLETTE workspaces, type... 
 
 OLD  W1  TEMP:12345.IQ   or   OLD  W21  USER$DISK:[ABC01]12347.TRAN 
 
 or 
 
 OLD  W1>W10  TEMP:ALL_10_WORKSPACES_TOGETHER.IQ 
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NOTE:  If a transmission file is read back into W21, W22, W23 or W24 then COLETTE will 
not use that data in a CORRECT unless you first issue... 

 
 TRANSMISSION/WORKSPACE 
     ...in place of the TRANSMISSION/MEASURE command. 
 
 
20) (Optional) 
  Perform a two-dimensional reduction of the data.  It is first necessary to establish Q limits in 
  the directions parallel and perpendicular to the applied tensor, what COLETTE refers to as the 
  QX and QY directions using the commands... 
 
  LIMIT/QXY  0  {maximum value of QX and QY } 
 
  or 
  LIMIT/QX  0  {maximum value of QX} 
  LIMIT/QY  0  {maximum value of QY} 
 
  ...and then to determine the number of Q bins (points) in either direction with... 
 
  STEP/QXY/LIN  {interval} 
 
   or 
  STEP/QX/LIN  {interval} 
  STEP/QY/LIN  {interval} 
 

 Due to the way in which data is stored inside COLETTE there is a limit to the number of Q bins 
 which can be handled.  As a rough guide, (maximum value of QX or QY) / (interval)  ≤  50. 

 
 
  NOTE 1: 
  Using the /QXY form of these commands preserves the one-dimensional data reduction limits. 
 
  NOTE 2: 

 The use of logarithmic (/LOG) Q bins in 2D reductions is not recommended.  Only use them in 
 normal 1D reductions (i.e., STEP/Q/LOG).  See Step 16. 

 
 If necessary, reset the azimuthal limits... 

 
 LIMIT/PHI  -90  90 
 
  The data may then be corrected as before using... 
 
  CORRECT/SA  W68   or   CORRECT/SC  W68 
  
   ...but, the result must be written to a 2D workspace (see Appendix 3), such as W68. 
 
  NOTE 3: 
  CORRECT/SA W68 and CORRECT/SC W68 are identical with CORRECT/AREA/SA W68 
  and CORRECT/AREA/SC W68 respectively.  Providing that a 2D workspace is given as an 
  argument the /AREA qualifier can be omitted. 
 
  To display the result of a 2D reduction, use... 
 
  DISPLAY  W68 
 
  ...as the data can be displayed as colour or line contours respectively.  The /E, /H or /M 
  qualifiers will have no effect on the display of 2D workspaces. 
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 A sub-menu will appear: (a)       To return to the main screen, type 9. 
(f)  To alter the contour levels, type 15. 
(g)  To redraw the contour plot, type 8. 
(h)  To create a colour PostScript file of the plot, type 81. 
(i)  To create a GIF image file of the plot, type 82. 
(h)  To zoom on the centre, type 25. 
(i)  To label the axes or to change the title string, etc, type 7. 

 

 
  

To print the colour PostScript file of the graphics display, return to the main screen, type… 
 
 PRINT 
 
 … and select a Phaser or colour printer from the list. 

 
To write the data out as an ASCII datafile of cross-section versus QX and QY, use... 

 
 WRITE  W68  TEMP:12345.LQA   or   WRITE  W68  USER$DISK:[ABC01]12345.QXY 
 
  ...or, to write the data out in a shorter binary format, use... 
  
  WRITE/BIN  W68  TEMP:12345.LQB 
 
  NOTE 4: 
  WRITE W68 is identical with WRITE/AREA W68.  Providing that a 2D workspace is given 
  as an argument the /AREA qualifier can be omitted. 
 
  NOTE 5: 
  COLETTE is also capable of performing a two-dimensional reduction that compensates for 
  the plane of the sample being rotated by an angle, ω , to the incident beam (e.g. Bradshaw, 
  Harroun, et al.  The command… 

 
CORRECT/SC/OMEGA  W68 
 
…will prompt for the value of ω.  Alternatively, the command may be used in the format… 
 
CORRECT/SC/OMEGA=ω  W68 
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 When the workspace is displayed the QX axis represents the component of Q in the direction 
perpendicular to the x-y plane of the sample (i.e. QZ) whilst the QY axis represents Qr , the 
geometric mean of QX and QY. 

 
 
 
21) (Where appropriate) 

It is possible to calculate a scattering cross-section in the same way as is often done on 
reactor-based SANS instruments, where the scattering from the sample is divided by that 
from a normalisation sample.  However, this procedure should be used with caution on 
LOQ because it is very difficult to find a normalisation sample with a well-defined cross- 
section over all of the LOQ wavelength range.  This limitation applies to the two most 
common normalisation samples, vanadium and water. 
 
The only purpose of the normalisation is to eliminate the detector efficiency from the 
scattering law.  On a time-of-flight SANS instrument, like LOQ, it is preferable to 
determine the detector efficiency directly.  When you use the CORRECT command in 
COLETTE the program automatically reads in a file containing the efficiency of the LOQ 
main detector unless you issue CORRECT/SCNB or CORRECT/FULL (the two qualifiers 
are equivalent (see below). 

 
 First assign a normalisation run (eg, a vanadium run).. 
 
 ASSIGN/NORMALISATION  12350 
 
 ...followed by a background run (ie, whatever must be subtracted from the normalisation 
  run.  The background run may be considered to be a can run for the normalisation)... 
 
 ASSIGN/BACKGROUND  12351 
 
 ...then calculate their respective transmissions... 
 
 TRANSMISSION/NORMALISATION/MEASURE  12352.RAW  12348.ADD 
 
 FIT  W23  2.2  6.5 (if the mask file does not contain FIT/TRANSMISSIONS) 
 
 TRANSMISSION/BACKGROUND/MEASURE  12353.RAW  12348.ADD 
 
 FIT  W24  2.2  6.5 (if the mask file does not contain FIT/TRANSMISSIONS) 
 
 Assuming that the width and thickness of both the normalisation and background runs are 

correctly set (see Steps 13 & 14 if they are not), the data reduction may then be 
made using... 

 
 CORRECT/SCNB  W2   or   CORRECT/FULL  W2  
 
 Should a two-dimensional “full” normalisation be required then the above CORRECT 
 commands should be replaced by (but also see Step 20), say, ... 
 CORRECT/SC  W62 
 
 CORRECT/NB  W63 
 
 AREA/ARITHMETIC 
 
 ...followed by, for example, ... 
 
 64  0.0  1.0  62  63 
 

 ...to do W64 = 0.0 × W64 + 1.0 × W62 / W63 
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22) (Where appropriate) 
  In the analysis of “fibre diffraction” and other types of anisotropic scattering pattern it is often 
  useful to be able to look at the intensity around a ring at some value of Q, or to compute the 
  Invariant (the integral of Q2 × Cross-section), etc.  A set of commands are available within 
  COLETTE to accomplish this and some are listed below.  (For a full list of the commands, either 
  see the COLETTE online help for the AREA command, or ask RKH for a copy of the document 

 col_fibre.doc.  SMK can also provide an example analysis protocol and an introduction to the  
 CCP13 program suite). 

 
  AREA/SHOW 
  Reveals details of 2D workspaces. 
 
  AREA/ARITHMETRIC 
  This allows limited manipulation of 2D workspaces.  Read the instructions carefully!  To do, say, 
  W62 = W62 – W61 it is necessary to enter the following parameters: 62  1  -1  61  0. 
 
  LIMIT/Q  0.006  0.25  0.005 
  AREA/COMPRESS  W62  W2 
  Effectively “compresses” the 2D workspace W62 into the 1D workspace W2 using the specified Q 
  limits and step size.  W2 contains “compressed” cross-section versus Q data. 
 
  AREA/COMPRESS/PHI  W62  W2  Qmin  Qmax  Nbins  [PHImin] 
  Generates a Radial Intensity versus Phi (radians) plot from the 2D workspace W62 between the 
  specified Q limits and puts the result in W2.  The number of steps in the plot (Nbins) must be 
  specified.  PHImin is optional – defaulting to 0 radians.  Specifying PHImin determines where the 
  Phi-axis will start and allows for changes in the sample orientation. 
 
  AREA/ZERO/Q  W62  Qmin1  Qmax1 
  Sets all pixels between or equal to the specified Q limits to zero.  An example of the use of this 
  command would be to zero an area around the beam stop. 
 
  AREA/KEEP/Q  W62  Qmin2  Qmax2 
  Sets all pixels outside of or equal to the specified Q limits to zero.  An example of the use of this 
  command would be to zero (in a circular fashion) the outer edges of a pattern.  In such an 
  example, set Qmin2=Qmax1 and Qmax2=maxiumum extent of useful data. 
 
 AREA/COMPRESS/INVARIANT W62 W2 
 As for the AREA/COMPRESS command, but additionally multiplies the 2D cross-sections by Q2 
 ready for an Invariant integration.  Use this command where the is no preferential orientation in 
 the scattering pattern. 
 AREA/COMPRESS/INVARIANT W62 W2 H 
 INTEGRATE  W2  -QX +QX 
 As for the AREA/COMPRESS command, but the data is “compressed” onto the QX axis and 
 multiplied by ∆QY in the process.  The result is then multiplied by QX ready for an Invariant 
 integration.  Use this command where the anisotropy in the scattering pattern is horizontal. 
 
 AREA/COMPRESS/INVARIANT W62 W2 V 
 INTEGRATE  W2  -QY +QY 
 As for the AREA/COMPRESS command, but the data is “compressed” onto the QY axis and 
 multiplied by ∆QX in the process.  The result is then multiplied by QY ready for an Invariant 
 integration.  Use this command where the anisotropy in the scattering pattern is vertical. 
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APPENDIX 1 
 

COLETTE Workspaces 
 
 

COLETTE has 74 workspaces for data.  Most can be used without any restriction, although some are 
reserved for specific purposes.  Do not CORRECT or OLD data into the reserved workspaces or 
COLETTE may not function correctly! 
 
 
 W1 Normal (1D) workspace 
  . 
  . 
  . 
 W14 Normal (1D) workspace 
 
 W15 Graphics buffer RESERVED 
 W16 Monitor spectrum versus wavelength for sample run RESERVED 
 W17 Monitor spectrum versus wavelength for can run RESERVED 
 W18 Monitor spectrum versus wavelength for normalisation run RESERVED 
 W19 Monitor spectrum versus wavelength for background run RESERVED 
 W20 Main detector efficiency versus wavelength RESERVED 
 W21 Transmission versus wavelength for sample run (or fit) RESERVED 
 W22 Transmission versus wavelength for can run (or fit) RESERVED 
 W23 Transmission versus wavelength for normalisation run (or fit) RESERVED 
 W24 Transmission versus wavelength for background run (or fit) RESERVED 
 W25 Measured transmission versus wavelength for assigned run RESERVED 
 W26 Main detector efficiency versus wavelength RESERVED 
 W27 High-angle bank detectors efficiency versus wavelength RESERVED 
 
 

 W28 Normal (1D) workspace 
  . 
  . 
  . 
 W67 Normal (1D) workspace 
 
 
 W68 2D workspace 
 W69 2D workspace 
 W70 2D workspace 
 W71 2D workspace 
 
 
 W72 Used by CORRECT/AREA (counts buffer) RESERVED 
 W73 Used by CORRECT/AREA (solid angle buffer) RESERVED 
 W74 2D graphics buffer RESERVED 
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APPENDIX 2 
 

Terminals & Logging In 
 
 
Logging On At ISIS 
Several types of terminal are in use at ISIS and it is beyond the scope of this document to detail them 
all.  If you have any problems, either consult your local contact or, during normal working hours, 
telephone ISIS Computer Support on extension 8822. 
 
Tektronix & Falco Terminals 
These monochrome, line mode, terminals are gradually being phased out, but there is one in the LOQ 
Cabin and another beside the sample pit.  They are connected to terminal servers called DECservers 
or JetStreams. 
 
DECserver JetStream 
  
  * If logged out 
 [press return twice] 
 DECserver 90TL ...etc 
 Enter Username>  fred_flintstone 
 Local> 

  * If logged out 
 [press return twice] 
 login:  loq 
 password:  loq 
 JS_4000$ 

  
  * To log onto the Central Computer 
 C  ISISA   <RETURN> 

  * To log onto the Central Computer 
 TELNET  ISISA   <RETURN> 

   
  * To log onto the LOQ FEM 
 C  LOQ    <RETURN> 

  * To log onto the LOQ FEM 
 TELNET  LOQ    <RETURN> 

  
* To make an additional connection 
     (3 alternate connections are allowed) 
 <BREAK> 
 C  [new nodename] 

* To make an additional connection 
     (4 alternate connections are allowed) 
 <Control>-A  0 
 TELNET  [new nodename] 

    
* To clear a connection 
 <BREAK> 
 DISCO 

* To clear connection n 
 KILL SESSION n, or 
 LOGOUT 

  
  * To resume alternate connection number 1 
 <BREAK> 
 RES  1 

  * To resume alternate connection number n 
 SHOW SESSIONS 
 RESUME  n 

 
VXT Terminals 
In the menu bar at the top of the Terminal Manager window, click on CREATE >>> DECTERM and 
then select either “Terminal on ISISE” or “Other…”.  Do not create an X Session.  If you choose 
“Other…”, select “DECterm”, “LAT” and type in the name of the computer you want to connect to 
(e.g., LOQ). 
 
When a window appears, press return and login. 
 
ISIS PC’s 
These use a terminal emulation program called eXceed. 
 
Double click on the “Hummingbird Connectivity” icon on the desktop, or click on the “Start” button, 
select “Programs” and then “Hummingbird Connectivity”. 
 
 Double click on, or select, “Exceed”, and then choose “Xsession”. 
 Click “Run!” and close down the Xsession window. 
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 Right click on the “Exceed” icon in the task bar at the bottom of the screen. 
 Select “Tools” � “Client Startup” � “New…” 
 
 Enter the following information: 
 
  User:  loq     or     {your ISIS account name, e.g. ABC01} 
  Password: {the password} 
  Host:  loq.nd.rl.ac.uk     or     isisa.nd.rl.ac.uk 
  Host type: select DEC VMS 
  Command: @(terminal,method=stdappdb) –display @d&@; 
    (note the spaces after the “)” and the “y”) 
 Now click “Run!” 
 
A DECTerm window should(!) appear after a few seconds. 
 
Logging In To ISIS From Outside 
The main ISIS computers are accessible via TCP/IP protocols from all over the world, but there is a 
firewall blocking internet access to the instrument computers.  Your local contact can provide you with 
the relevant addresses of the main computers.  Note that as of January 1 2004 there is no longer any 
Telnet access to ISIS from off-campus, you must use a SSH-complient client (e.g. PuTTY). 
 
To run COLETTE over the network you will need a suitable terminal or workstation, or a PC or Mac 
running a graphical terminal emulation program.  The Microsoft W95/NT HyperTerminal and Telnet 
applications are text only !  The following products are known to work.  Only those in bold type are 
supported by ISIS: 
 
• Kermit (DOS PC, TeK type graphics) 
• Pericom TeemTalk For Windows 32-bit (Windows PC, TeK type graphics) 
• DEC eXcursion (Windows PC, X Windows graphics) V1.2A-4 (16-bit) or the 32-bit V3.0.554 

(though this has some peculiarities with its Motif drivers) 
• Vista eXceed (Windows PC, X Windows graphics) V7 onwards (there is an X Windows bug in V6) 
• Versaterm (Mac) 
 
• PuTTY (free but text only, needs eXcursion or eXceed or similar for X Windows graphics support) 
 
For further information, please see: http://www.isis.rl.ac.uk/computing/connecting.htm  
 
A special version of COLETTE can display Regis graphics.  See Appendix 5. 
 
When using a remote workstation or X Windows emulator it will be necessary to redirect the graphical 
output to your screen by typing (after you have logged in to the ISIS cluster)... 
 
SET  DISPLAY/CREATE/NODE={your node name; eg, SURF}/TRANSPORT=DECNET 
 
... or... 
 
SET  DISPLAY/CREATE/NODE=aaa.bbb.cc.d/TRANSPORT=TCPIP 
 
... where aaa.bbb.cc.d is your Internet IP address (not that of the ISIS computer). 
 
A useful test of whether internet and X-window protocols are correctly established is to issue the 
following command once you have logged on to an ISIS computer (before you run COLETTE): 
 
MC  DECW$CLOCK (a small clock window should appear) 
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APPENDIX 3 
 

Analysing Old Data 
 
 
(a)  DATA COLLECTED WITH THE LETI DETECTOR AND OLD BEAMSTOP (ONE WITH 
  HOLES IN IT!) 
      This is data collected prior to ISIS Cycle 1 1990:  Run Numbers < 4493 
 
     (1) Assign an empty beam run (ASS/MT {empty beam run number}) 
     (2) Use an appropriate mask file (@MASKS:MASK.89) 
     (3) Use TRANSMISSION/CALCULATE (instead of TRANSMISSION/MEASURE) 
 
(b)  DATA COLLECTED WITH THE LETI DETECTOR AND NEW BEAMSTOP 
      Data collected after ISIS Cycle 1 1990 but prior to Cycle 3 1991:  4492 < Run Numbers < 9607 
 
     (1) Use an appropriate mask file (@MASKS:MASK.912) 
     (2) Use the correct detector efficiency file:- 
          MONITOR/DIRECT=LOQ$DISK[LOQMGR]BEAM_FUDGED.RKH 
 
     NOTE 1: 
     If you are changing detector types during the same COLETTE session you must clear all 
 detector and time masks before reading a new mask file using... 
 
     MASK/CLEAR 
     MASK/TIME/CLEAR 
 
 NOTE 2: 
 Old masks and masks generated for special purposes are stored in the directory 
 LOQ$DISK0:[LOQMGR.MASKS] which has been equivalenced to the logical name MASKS:  To 
 find a mask file for a particular period type... 
 
 DIR/DATE  MASKS: 
 
 ... at a DCL prompt ($ or LOQ>).  In general, the normal .COM file extension will be replaced by 
 the cycle number.  Also see http://www.isis.rl.ac.uk/LargeScale/LOQ/data.htm.  Do not under any 
 circumstances delete, rename or edit any of the files in this directory.  If you need help please 
 contact an instrument scientist. 
 
(c)  DATA COLLECTED WITH THE OLD ORDELA DETECTOR 
      Data collected after ISIS Cycle 3 1991 but prior to Cycle 1 2001:  9606 < Run Numbers < 83972 
 
(1) Use an appropriate (but not contemporary) mask file (ask an instrument scientist). 
(2) If determining the beam centre coordinates (see Appendix 8) use an appropriate command file 
     (FIT/MID/FILE=CENTRE64SC or FIT/MID/FILE=CENTRE64SA). 
(3) If correcting data from the high-angle bank use @OLDHIGHDET and @OLDMAINDET to toggle 
     between detectors and not @HIGHDET or @MAINDET. 
 
 
 
A list of LOQ run numbers and mask files, indexed by ISIS Cycle, can be found at: 
http://www.isis.rl.ac.uk/largescale/LOQ/run_numbers.htm  
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APPENDIX 4 
 

Absolute Intensities 
 
 

The procedure outlined below will normally be done for you by your local contact.  Check! 
 
COLETTE reduces data in such a way that the scattered intensity (or, more formally, the differential 
scattering cross-section) you see displayed on the Y-axis has units of cm-1; ie, absolute dimensions. 
To correct for small instrumental non-linearities, geometrical factors, repeatability of sample 
postioning, etc, it is in your own interests to run a LOQ Standard Sample so that this absolute scale 
can be calibrated. 
 
Each of the three LOQ Standard Samples is a solid blend of perdeuterated polystyrene dispersed in a 
protonated polystyrene matrix.  The “old” (TK48/49) standard has a special copolymer background 
(though this is rarely run these days), the “new” (TK19) and “old” (GDW20) standards do not.  To 
protect the standards against excessive rough treatment they are now housed in aluminium 
containers. 
 
The correction procedure requires that you make 2 runs (for say 20 µAHours each) at each 
instrument geometry that you use: 
 
 1.  a scattering run on the Standard Sample; 

2.  a scattering run on an empty sample position (ie, an EMPTY BEAM run) or on an empty 
container; 

3.  a transmission run on the Standard Sample; 
4.  a transmission run on an empty sample position (ie, a DIRECT BEAM run) or on an empty 

container. 
 
Then reduce the data as follows (a table of parameters about the standards is displayed in the LOQ 
cabin)... 
 
 ASS/SA  {standard sample scattering run} 
 SIZE/THICK=w (the thickness of the LOQ Standard Sample in mm) 
 SIZE/WIDTH=x (where x is beam diameter in mm at the sample) 
 TRANS/SA/MEAS     or     TRANS/BLEND     or     TRANS/STANDARD (see (8), note 6) 
 ASS/CA  {empty beam or cell run or copolymer background} 
 SIZE/THICK=v (where v=w, else thickness of the copolymer if used) 
 SIZE/WIDTH=x 
 
 then either 
 
 TR/CLEAR 
 (for an empty beam run - resets the can transmission in W22 to unity all wavelengths) 
 
 or 
 
 TR/CAN/MEASURE  {sample can transmission run}  {direct beam run} 
 (for an empty cell run) 
 
 or 
 
 TR/COPOLYMER 
 (for the copolymer background if the TK48/49 standard is being used)  
 

 LIMIT/PHI  -90  90 
 LIMIT/Q  0.006  0.25 
 STEP/Q/LIN  0.002 
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Ideally, at this point you should check the beam centre coordinates (see Appendix 8), then 
 
 CO/SC  Wn (where n is a workspace number) 
 WRITE  Wn  TEMP:STANDARD.Q 
 
Now fit the I(Q) data to a Debye Gaussian coil model and determine I(Q=0).  Both RKH's "FISH" 
program and SMK's "SANDRA" program will do this.  To use SANDRA type... 
 
 SANDRA 
 
... at a DCL prompt ($ or LOQ>) and then enter... 
 
 1 
 TEMP:STANDARD.Q 
 1 
 24 
 1 
 # REM  0.1  0.3 (to remove the high-Q tail) 
 # REM  0.0  0.008 (if necessary to remove the first data point) 
 # SET 
  1  Intensity @ Q=0 : 350 
  2  Z-average Rg  : 50 
  3  Background  : 1 
  4  Polymer Mw/Mn : 1.03 
 # FI 4 (to fix parameter 4) 
 # GO 
 # N 
 Now check the quality of the fit... 
 # P  D (to plot the data) 
 # P  O  F (to overplot the fit) 
 ... and if you are satisfied with it then record the values of I(Q=0) and Rg. 
 # KEEP 
 # P R 
 # KEEP 
 # EX 
 
 <RETURN> 

 -1 
 
To plot the fit and the residuals on laser printer n... 
 
 PLASERn SYS$SCRATCH:FRILLS.PS;-1 
 PLASERn SYS$SCRATCH:FRILLS.PS 
 
 
Now calculate the calibration or scale factor… 
 
SCALE FACTOR (for TK19 standard)  = 47.8 a     or     59.1 b / {measured I(Q=0)} 
 
SCALE FACTOR (for TK48/49 standard)  = 78.9 a     or     86.0 b / {measured I(Q=0)} 
 
SCALE FACTOR (for GDW20 standard)  = 48.2 a     or     65.6 b / {measured I(Q=0)} 
 
( 

a
 versus an Empty Can/Container, 

b
 versus Empty Beam ) 

 
This scale factor can be implemented in one of two ways; either: 
 
(a) Edit the mask file you are using and multiply the first number in the SET SCALES command by 

the scale factorr; e.g., if the mask file contains 
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SET SCALES 0.972 1.1238 1.0113 1.2363 1.1238 
 
and the calibration factor is 1.01, change the above to 
 
SET SCALES 0.981 1.1238 1.0113 1.2363 1.1238 
 
Then invoke the mask file again to pick up the new numbers and re-correct the data.  Do not alter 
the 2nd, 3rd, 4th or 5th numbers.  These are the relative scales for the high angle bank detectors and 
are multiplied by the first number within COLETTE. 

 
or 
 
(b) Multiply each workspace by the scale factor before writing the workspace to file, e.g. 

Wm =Wm ×××× {scale factor} 
 
Typically the scaling factor will be around 0.95 to 1.05 depending on the collimation in use.  If it is 
significantly different consult your local contact. 
 
For further information about calibration see The LOQ Instrument Handbook Volume 1. 

 
 
 

 
APPENDIX 5 

 
Special Versions of COLETTE or COLETTE Startups 

 
 

(a) TO RUN COLETTE USING KERMIT AS A TERMINAL EMULATOR 
 
 Instead of running COLETTE using COL or COL TEST try… 
 
 COL  KERMIT 
 
 Also see (c) below. 
 
(b) TO RUN COLETTE WITH A REGIS GRAPHICS EMULATOR 
 
 Some commercial PC terminal emulation software uses REGIS escape codes when generating 
 graphical displays.  If you are using such software then invoke COLETTE using... 
 
 COL  VT 
 
 Also see (c) below. 
 
(c) TO RUN COLETTE FROM FIRST PRINCIPLES 
 
  This may be useful in the event of incompatibilities between the GKS graphics system used by 
 COLETTE and your emulator.  Type the following at a DCL prompt ($ or LOQ>)... 
 
 SET  COMMAND  LOQ$DISK0:[LOQMGR.COLETTE]AXP_XCOLETTE (on a DEC Alpha) 
 
 … or… 
 
 SET  COMMAND  LOQ$DISK0:[LOQMGR.COLETTE]VAX_XCOLETTE (on a VAX/VMS) 
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 ... and then invoke COLETTE using... 
 
 DSSAXP/DEV=TEK     (equivalent to COL, PGPLOT graphics) 
 
 ... or... 
 
 AXPTOP/DEV=[devtype]/SCALE=0.7  (equivalent to COL, GKS graphics) 
 
 ... or... 
 
 TSTAXP/DEV=[devtype]/SCALE=0.7  (equivalent to COL TEST, GKS graphics) 
 
 Devtype can be; KERMIT, TEK, TEK4207, VT240, WINDOWS, or MOTIF.  Only the last two are X 
 Windows compatible with GKS graphics. 

 
 
 
 

APPENDIX 6 
 

Detector Coordinate Corrections 
 
 

When a neutron arrives at the main detector its time of arrival and position on the detector are noted 
by the electronics.  But, because of the way in which all neutron detectors work, the position that is 
recorded is not the actual physical position at which the neutron arrived.  In general the recorded 
position is out by a few mm.  This discrepancy increases as you move out from the centre of the 
detector.  This behaviour is known as “detector non-linearity”. 
 
From October 1994, COLETTE now corrects for detector non-linearity by default, using a procedure 
devised by RKH.  A more detailed description of both the problem and the correction procedure may 
be found in a handout available from RKH.  Also see Appendix 8. 
 
To see if the detector coordinate correction is active, type... 
 
SHOW TRANS   or   SHOW MONITOR 
 
...and look at the second page of output (press <RETURN>) for.. 
 
“X coordinate correction is in use” 
“Y coordinate correction is in use” 
 
To deactivate the detector coordinate correction, type... 
 
SET/XCOR/OFF   or   SET/XCOR/CLEAR 
 
and 
 
SET/YCOR/OFF   or   SET/YCOR/CLEAR 
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APPENDIX 7 
 

Pixel by Pixel Detector Efficiency Corrections 
 
 

Because of the way in which all neutron area detectors are built and operated, the efficiency with 
which a neutron is detected varies from position to position (pixel to pixel). 
 
From October 1994, COLETTE now corrects for the detector efficiency on a pixel by pixel basis by 
default, using a procedure devised by RKH.  A more detailed description of both the problem and the 
correction procedure may be found in a handout available from RKH. 
 
To see if the detector coordinate correction is active, type... 
 
SHOW TRANS  or  SHOW  MONITOR 
 
...and look at the second page of output (press <RETURN>) for.. 
 
“Cell by cell normalisation is ON” 
 
To deactivate the pixel by pixel detector efficiency correction, type... 
 
MON/FLAT/OFF  or  MON/FLAT/CLEAR 
 
NOTE: 
This efficiency correction is completely separate from the “normal” wavelength-dependent detector 
efficiency correction which is always used, irrespective of whether this pixel by pixel efficiency 
correction is activated or not. 

 
 
 
 

APPENDIX 8 
 

Semi-automatic Determination of the Beam Centre Coordinates 
 
 

The apparent coordinates of the transmitted (or “through”) beam on the main detector are periodically 
checked by the instrument scientists and entered in the mask file.  If necessary, these coordinates 
may be changed with the command... 
 
SET  CENTRE  [X value in mm]  [Y value in mm]  0  0 
 
Determining the beam centre coordinates is relatively straightforward but somewhat involved.  To 
make things easier the procedure has now been semi-automated.  The following description assumes 
that you have assigned a sample run and a can run, read in an appropriate mask file and calculated 
the relevant transmissions.  Then type... 
 
FIT/MID   (or perhaps   FIT/MID/FILE=FIND_CENTRE128SC   or   /FILE=FIND_CENTRE128SA)  
 
WARNING!  This command will overwrite W31, W32, W33 and W34. 
 
...and sit back!  Eventually the program will display a table with four columns of data.  The objective is 
to keep iterating until you find a pair of X and Y coordinates (the first two columns) which minimise the 
residual deviations in both the X and Y directions (the last two columns).  Typically 10 to 20 iterations 
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may be necessary.  A more detailed description of this command can be found in a handout available 
from RKH. 
 
Once you have found a suitable pair of coordinates, return to COLETTE and use the SET CENTRE 
command above.  Alternatively, if you are working from your own directory you could edit your copy of 
the mask file and change the values there.  If you do this it will then be necessary to do run the mask 
file again to pick up the changes.  Please note:  If you edit the mask file do not set the pixel sizes (the 
last two numbers of the SET CENTRE command to zero!  The zeroes in the command line above 
simply tell COLETTE to use the existing pixel sizes read in from the mask file. 
 
FIT/MID is best run on the LOQ Standard Sample data (or some other sample that scatters strongly 
over a reasonable Q range) prior to determining the calibration factor. 

 
 
 
 

APPENDIX 9 
 

Graphical Output File Formats other than PostScript 
 
 

The PGPLOT graphics version of COLETTE (executable image DSSAXP) supports a number of 
alternative graphical file formats… 
 
/CGM   (CGM Driver, indexed colour selection mode) 
/CGMD  (CGM Driver, direct colour selection mode) 
/GIF     (Graphics Interchange Format file, landscape orientation) 
/VGIF    (Graphics Interchange Format file, portrait orientation) 
/HPGL    (Hewlett Packard HPGL plotter, landscape orientation) 
/VHPGL  (Hewlett Packard HPGL plotter, portrait orientation) 
/LJ04   (LHBR) 
/LN03  (DEC/Compaq/HP LN03 sixel file, landscape orientation) 
/LVN03  (DEC/Compaq/HP LN03 sixel file, portrait orientation) 
/FILE    (PGPLOT graphics metafile) 
/PPM     (Portable Pixel Map file, landscape orientation) 
/VPPM   (Portable Pixel Map file, portrait orientation) 
/PS      (PostScript file, landscape orientation) 
/VPS     (PostScript file, portrait orientation) 
/CPS     (Colour PostScript file, landscape orientation) 
/VCPS    (Colour PostScript file, portrait orientation) 
/TFILE   (Disk file in Tektronix format) 
 
The default is /CPS. 
 
1D Workspaces 
To select one of the above, add the qualifier /ASK to a PRINT command and when prompted make a 
selection; e.g. /GIF.  The output file name will change accordingly, in this example from PGPLOT.PS 
to PGPLOT.GIF.  Note that specifiying a printer with /ON is redundant if the output format is not /PS 
or /CPS!  There are no longer any LN03 sixel printers at ISIS. 
 
A limited number of the output options above have been programmed into COLETTE so that they can 
be issued as a qualifier to the PRINT command.  They are… 
 
/CGM (suitable for importing into Microsoft Word) 
/CPS (the default) 
/GIF (suitable for importing into Microsoft Word or PowerPoint) 
/PS (suitable for importing into GhostScript) 
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2D Workspaces 
To select one of the above, enter “82” in the menu and when prompted make a selection; e.g. /GIF.  
The output file name will change accordingly, in this example from PGPLOT.PS to PGPLOT.GIF. 
 
NOTE: 
If you make more than one output file (by issuing several PRINT commands), COLETTE will generate 
multiple versions of the output file with the same name!  You may wish to keep a separate note of 
which version is what plot and to rename the files to something more meaningful when finished, or to 
specify the optional filename parameter with the PRINT command.  But whatever you do, do not issue 
a PURGE command until you have safely renamed or copied the files that you want! 
 

 


